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Thank you for providing Global Ampersand, LLC the opportunity to comment on the 
proposed Guideline Revisions for the Existing Renewable Facilities Program ("ERFP"). 
CEC staff and industry participants have been discussing four distinct approaches to 
distributing funds. Of these, only Option 1 (proposed by CEC staff) and Option 2 
(proposed by the California Biomass Energy Alliance - 'CBEA") are true alternatives. 
Option 3 is the "EARS" matrix developed earlier in the year by CEC staff; while, in our 
opinion, the EARS matrix represented a reasonable and workable solution, it appears 
CEC staff have been directed to develop a yet simpler approach. Option 4 is a return to 
the approach taken prior to passage of SB 1250, and as such, is not a viable 
alternative. 

Global Ampersand is leading a project to refurbish two 12.5 MW gross biomass facilities 
in California: El Nido and Chowchilla 11. At this point, Chowchilla I1 is online in start up 
mode at about half power, working out kinks leading up to the start of our PPA test. El 
Nido is expected to be generating in start up mode by early July. We expect financial 
close on our tax equity, which will take out our construction loan, around mid July, 
coinciding with COD for both plants. Our comments follow below: 

1. Subsidy payments from the Existing Renewable Facility Program constitute a key 
revenue stream for financing purposes. As mentioned above, the tax equity 
investment is necessary to retire our construction loan. I f  the construction loan is 
not retired as planned, our project will be in default under the construction loan, and 
outcomes will be highly uncertain, but include the possibility of a distress sale or 
collateral liquidation. The Base Case financial model supporting our tax equity 
transaction makes assumptions about ERFP subsidies that reflect outcomes to our 
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project under the EARS Matrix. Our project is far behind schedule and far over 
budget, for reasons beyond our control, and indeed, related in part to continuing 
uncertainty over ERFP rules. It is critical for our project to at least maintain 
expected Base Case ERFP subsidies. 

2. Outcomes under the Option 2 approach proposed by the "CBEA" appear to result in 
dramatically lower subsidies to our project (according to CBEA's modeling, which 
has been shared with industry participants), which may imperil financial close and 
completion of our project. According to the CBEA's analysis of Option 2, our project 
would receive less on a $/MWh basis under the proposal than was expected under 
program rules prior to SB 1250, less than our (unused) 2007 award, less than under 
the EARS matrix, and less than under Option 1. In  other words, Option 2 represents 
the worst outcome we have seen so far. At the level of basic fairness, it does not 
seem right to reduce our subsidy as Option 2 would. Delay to COD of our plants, 
originally expected online in May 2007, has been a serious downside event for us. 
This is especially true with regard to the ERFP, since the expiration of the program 
in 2011 means that at any given award level, each day of delay to coming online 
implies a permanent loss of program funding. Conversely, at any given funding 
level, delays to our project represent upside to other program participants, who can 
now share 'the pie" among fewer mouths. Reducing funding awards to our project 
at this point would rub salt in our wounds. 

3. Our project has not used any ERFP funds to date. One of the criteria for evaluation 
of awards mentioned in SB 1250 is "the cumulative amount of funds the facility has 
received previously from the commission and other state sources". This criterion 
bears directly on the issue of whether an award "will make the facility competitive 
and self-sustaining within the 2007-2011 investment cycle." It seems clear that the 
intent is to wean off the program those facilities that have received much funding 
over the years, not the other way around. While we do not believe the Commission 
needs to use this or other specific criteria (aside from energy price under PPAs) to 
determine awards, as we have argued in past submissions to the CEC, we object to 
this criterion being ignored while certain other (unknown) criteria are not. For 
example, the CBEA's analysis of Option 1 and Option 2 shows our project receiving 
significantly lower $/MW awards than other projects, yet we would appear to qualify 
for the full capped award under both. Unless other, unspecified, criteria are being 
employed, this sort of inequality of outcomes is not possible. (Note that the 
discrepancy holds up on a $/MWh basis as well, and does not appear to be related 
to modeling of our plants as only available for six months in 2008). 

4. One of the goals of the ERFP program is to increase renewable generation in the 
near term. Our project is fundamentally different than others in the program in that 
ours is involves two newly refurbished power plants. Total project investment just 
prior to financial close with our tax equity investor will be approximately $42 million, 
a large investment that we think constitutes a major portion of total investment in 
the existing California biomass industry over the past several years (excluding 
maintenance). Required returns on this capital are a much larger component of our 
"all in" revenue requirement than for other plants in the program whose original 
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investments have been largely amortized, as depicted in the chart below. The chart 
compares the "all in" or  monomic revenues required to cover all project costs (flxed 
costs, fuel costs, non-fuel OhM, and capital recovery). For our project, capital 
recovery comes to over $30/MWh (Excel "PMT" function a t  $42 million, 10% 
interest, and 20 year useful life. These values are indicative). For a hypothetical 
existing plant with the same original investment but only five years of useful life 
remaining, capital recovery comes to less than $10/MWh. We appreciate that the 
goal of increasing biomass generation may conflict with other program goals, 
especially given the recent run up in diesel and wood fuel prices, but agaln, if 
criteria other than a project's PPA energy price are used to determine awards, we 
are convinced that one of those criteria should be the amount of funds program 
participants have received to  date (as a proxy measure of capital recovery needs). 

New Project 

5. The CBEA and others have argued forcefully for increased subsidy parity for 
program participants. Global Ampersand agrees in principal, and has stated as much 
through public comment and private communications with CEC staff. Option 2, 
however, appears to result in a 'some are more equal than others" set of outcomes 
that, for unknown reasons, leaves our project with much lower outcomes than a 
number of other plants. Given that our project has never used program funds to 
date, that our plants represent a major new investment in the Californla biomass 
industry, and that our project is at a critical juncture, Option 2 as we understand it, 
is not an acceptable outcome. 
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